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 The goal of this honors thesis was to explore sex differences in the occurrence of 
collegiate sports injuries in basketball, lacrosse and soccer across three NCAA Division levels. I 
compared the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC) for Division I, the East Coast 
Conference (ECC) for Division II and the Skyline Conference for Division III. I analyzed sports 
injury data from six schools: Manhattan College and Quinnipiac University (Division I), Long 
Island University Post and New York Institute of Technology (Division II), and Farmingdale 
State College and SUNY Purchase (Division III).     
 I predicted Division I to have a higher number of sports injuries in individual injury 
categories compared to Division II and Division III and that Division III would have the least 
number of sport injuries. I also predicted that there would be more sports injuries in males 
compared to females. I anticipated evidence of sex differences in relation to injury because males 
display more competitiveness, risk taking, and aggression compared to their female counterparts. 
 There was a total of 928 sports injuries (Basketball: 218, Lacrosse: 439 and Soccer: 271) 
reported for all six schools (Division I: 530, Division II: 307 and Division III: 91). I organized 
the sports injuries into eight categories: all injuries, concussions, face to neck, trunk region, 
spine, arm to fingers, hip to knee and leg to toes. I used the NCAA Division level, sport, sex and 
total number of man hours for practice and play as factors to conduct several ANOVA tests. I 
discovered evidence of a statistically significant difference in sports injuries based on NCAA 
Division level (P-Value < 0.05) but no evidence of a statistically significant difference for sport 
or sex (P-Value > 0.05). However, I noticed a statistically significant difference in concussion 
injuries amongst women compared to their male counterparts. This data is important because the 




Topic of Interest 
This study seeks to explore the effect of sex on the total number and type of injury among 
collegiate athletes in basketball, lacrosse and soccer in the various collegiate NCAA Division 
levels. Each of these sports has its own unique style of competition, length of play, environment 
as well as equipment for men and women, therefore there are various risks associated with 
playing one of these sports. The Encyclopedia of Children’s Health (Advameg, Inc. 2019) states 
that “sports injuries result from acute trauma or repetitive stress associated with athletic 
activities.” The medical services offered by HonorHealth (HonorHealth, 2014-2019) say that 
“sports injuries can affect just about any part of your body, including your bones, muscles, 
ligaments, tendons, cartilage, nerves and other tissues.” Injuries related to sports can range from 
a minor bruise to a life-threatening situation. The most common types of sports injuries are 
sprains, strains, swollen muscles, fractures and dislocations. The Healthline Newsletter on Sports 
Injuries (Heitz, 2018) conducted a study in 2016 and reported the statistics. They concluded “that 
8.6 million people, ages 5 to 24, have a sports injury every year in the United States. Researchers 
note that males ages 5 to 24 make up more than half of all sports injury episodes. The lower body 
is most likely to be injured (42 percent). The upper extremities make up 30.3 percent of injuries. 
Head and neck injuries combine for 16.4 percent of sports injuries. Deaths from sports injuries 
are rare. When they do happen, they are most likely the result of head injury.”  
I was a student athlete on the Division II, East Coast Conference, women’s basketball 
team at Long Island University Post campus from the Fall of 2015 to the Spring of 2019. 
Basketball is a vigorous contact sport and I have been playing year-round for the past thirteen 
years. As my age increased, so did the level of competition and demands of the sport. There was 
an increase in the number and length of workouts, practices as well as games each week 
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throughout the entire season. Due to the increase in expectations for the sport, I and every other 
collegiate student athlete became more susceptible to encountering a sports injury.    
Throughout the course of this extensive journey, I experienced two minor injuries. The 
first injury I endured was located in my upper extremities and the last injury was in my lower 
extremities. I experienced my first collegiate injury during my junior year in practice. I was 
speed dribbling with the ball in my left hand, on the left-hand side of the basketball court, with 
the intentions of taking a left-hand lay-up. As I was approaching the basket, the defender was 
sprinting hard on my right side trying to prevent me from scoring. I jumped up attempting to take 
a lay-up and the defender reached across my body trying to block my shot. In the process, her 
body weight was pressed against my right shoulder causing it to pop out. I immediately hunched 
over and grabbed my shoulder trying to push the ball back into the socket as I ran to the athletic 
training room. The athletic trainer restricted me from practicing and playing in games until I 
regained maximum strength in my shoulder. I had to go to the doctor’s office to get an x-ray 
diagnosis and find out if I needed to have surgery or not to repair the injury. Thankfully, my 
shoulder was partially dislocated and did not require surgery to heal. I was required to complete 
daily strengthening exercises along with wearing a sling throughout the day. After about a week 
and a half of recovering, I was able to resume practicing and playing in games.  
My second collegiate injury occurred in practice during my senior year. I was 
experiencing pain in my pubic area on my right side while I was running, cutting and jumping. I 
went to the training room after practice because the pain persisted. The athletic trainer instructed 
me to go to the doctor to get an x-ray and the images showed that I was healthy. The doctor then 
referred me to get a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exam just to make sure. Unfortunately, 
the images displayed evidence of a small sports hernia in my right groin area. The American 
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (Wilkerson, 2017) states that “a sports hernia is a strain or 
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slight tear of any soft tissue (muscle, tendon, ligament) in the lower abdomen or groin area. It 
most often occurs during sports that require sudden changes of direction or intense twisting 
movements.” The medical professionals stated that the hernia was mild but will only get worse 
without proper treatment. The condition had a slow onset but became more painful overtime 
resulting in the healthcare providers restricting me from practicing and competing in games for 
approximately two weeks. Throughout this time, I had to partake in numerous strengthening 
exercises with my school’s physical therapist until I was cleared to return to competition.  
Overall, I chose to conduct this study because the topic related to my major, 
extracurricular activities, and sparked my interest. Exploring Division level differences in 
relation to injury is important because this will guide the NCAA when revising the rules and 
regulations to essentially improve the overall health of collegiate student athletes. Exploring 
sport differences in relation to injury is imperative because this will assist coaches in making 
better decisions for their team. The coaching staff will become more knowledgeable about the 
role they play when creating an extensive practice and game schedule, because that increases the 
chances of their players becoming injured. Exploring sex differences in relation to injury is 
essential because individuals will become aware about how the two sexes are affected differently 
when encountering a sports injury.  
I predicted Division I to have a higher number of sports injuries in individual injury 
categories compared to Division II and Division III and that Division III would have the least 
number of sport injuries. I also predicted that there would be more sports injuries in males 
compared to females. I anticipated evidence of sex differences in relation to injury because males 
display more competitiveness, risk taking, and aggression compared to their female counterparts. 
The study on Sex Differences in Sports Interest and Motivation: An Evolutionary Perspective 
(Balish, et al. 2015) claims that “an important aspect of human competition is that men and 
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women differ in their use of competitive modes, especially in intrasexual or same sex 
competition.” The study also supports my statement about males being more aggressive because 
the article says that “men are more likely than women to use high-stakes physical aggression, 
whereas women’s aggression more frequently involves indirect or relational tactics, such as 
gossiping from Benenson, 2013 and Campbell, 2002 (as cited in Balish, et al. 2015).   
 
Sports – Basketball 
Basketball can be played either indoors on hardwood floors or outdoors on concrete. The 
overall college court regulation size is 94 feet long and 50 feet wide (Campbell, 2015). There are 
two hoops elevated ten feet above the ground, with a backboard six feet wide, located across 
from each other at the end of the court. The sport is played with two teams of five players 
attempting to score points by shooting a ball through a hoop in less than 30 seconds. As well as 
playing defense to prevent their opponent from scoring more points than them, so they can win.  
A collegiate basketball team consist of about ten to fifteen players, depending on the 
school’s Division level. These players vary in height, weight and basketball position (point 
guards, shooting guards, small forwards, power forwards and centers). The demands and 
expectations vary for each position because they play different roles on the court. The point 
guards are normally the smallest or quickest players on the floor and are the primary ball 
handlers because they facilitate the offense. The shooting guards and small forwards are typically 
average-sized players commonly referred to as “wings”. These positions do a little bit of 
everything on the court, such as scoring, passing, dribbling and rebounding. Lastly, the power 
forwards and centers are considered the “big men or women” on the court because they are big 
and tall. This position is responsible for pounding inside to make strong post moves and grab 
majority of the rebounds. (Basketball for Coaches 2018). Throughout the game, a coach will 
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make substitutions due to a player’s fatigue, mistakes, foul trouble (5 fouls are allowed before 
ejection), injury or ailment. A player can substitute into the game for another player regardless of 
their basketball position. The players have to wait for a “dead ball” along with confirmation from 
the referee to be substituted into the game for another player. A “dead ball” is a time in the game 
when no action is taking place. This occurs when the ball goes out of bounds, a player steps 
behind half court (back court), a personal foul is called, or any other time the referee decides to 
blow the whistle to stop the game play.    
Basketball is not only a long game, it is a long season. The players get an hour to warm 
up and the game is forty minutes long. The men play two, twenty-minute halves while the 
women play four, ten-minute quarters. If the score is tied at the end of regulation play, the teams 
will play five-minute overtime periods until the score is no longer tied. The basketball season 
stretches across the entire school year, starting in the fall semester and ending in the spring 
semester. The length of the basketball season is based on the school’s NCAA Division. The level 
of intensity and number of pre-season training days, regular-season practices, games, post-season 
and summer workouts decrease as you move from Division I, Division II and Division III. The 
higher the Division level, the earlier the season starts in the fall semester and the later the season 
ends in the spring semester. Throughout this five to seven-month season combined with the 
hundreds of hours spent on the hardwood, extensive amounts of physical contact occur between 
the players for men and women. The act of falling down to take a charge, diving on the floor for 
the ball or even jumping in the air for a rebound in such a small area can be extremely 
dangerous. The total number of active athletes from each school have different risk levels when 
it comes to being exposed to an injury due to the time variations across the three NCAA 
Divisions. The athletes that participate in a longer season have an increased risk of becoming 
injured compared to the athletes that participate in a shorter season.  
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Sports – Lacrosse 
Lacrosse can be played indoors but it is predominately an outdoor sport that is played on 
a field made of grass or artificial turf. There are two parts to the season: non-championship to 
championship or non-traditional to traditional. The non-championship or non-traditional part of 
the season is the time period for out of season practices and scrimmages. This part of the season 
takes place during the fall academic semester and ends shortly before the start of final exams. 
The championship or traditional part of the season is the time period for regular season games 
and practices. This part of the season takes place during the spring academic semester and 
concludes after the NCAA championship. According to the NCAA field diagram (NCAA 2019) 
the field is about 110 yards long and 60 yards wide. The goals are normally about 70 yards apart 
with a playing area of approximately 15 yards behind each goal. The field is separated into two 
parts by a center line and a square to establish the location of middle field. The wing area is near 
middle field and extends about 10 yards to the left as well as the right on both sides of the field. 
The restraining line is about 35 yards from the end line and the attack area is about 15 yards from 
the goal. The end line is the last line on the field and goes all the way around the field to separate 
inbounds from out of bounds. The sport is played with 20 players on the field at a time, 10 from 
each team. There are normally three attacks, three middies, three defenders and one goalie on the 
field at a time. Each player has a stick specifically designed for their position and according to 
the NCAA regulations men’s lacrosse sticks are required to be from 40 to 42 inches long for 
offensive players, 52 to 72 inches for defensemen and 40 to 72 inches long for goalies. The 
women’s lacrosse sticks are about 35 to 43 inches long for offensive and defensive players. The 
sticks for goalies are slightly larger and can be between 35 to 52 inches long. The players are not 
allowed to touch the ball with their hand unless they are the goalie. The Stringers Society 
Lacrosse News and Media composed an article on Lacrosse Field Dimensions, Procedures, 
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Subbing, Rules and Tips (Bonsignore, 2019). “Subbing in lacrosse is done “on the fly” which 
means play does not stop for substitutions like in basketball.” The goal of lacrosse is to throw 
and aim the ball into the opponent’s net to score a goal and earn points without obtaining any 
penalties and violations throughout the game.  
There are differences between men’s and women’s indoor and outdoor lacrosse, however 
I will discuss the basic variations for outdoor lacrosse because that relates to my sports injury 
data. The Ithacan article, Lacrosse has different rules for men and women (Dymowski, 2016) 
states that there are physical and technical differences that separate the two sexes, creating two 
different versions of lacrosse. “The major differences are how much contact is allowed, the style 
of play due to the number of players on the field, the dimensions of the field and the equipment.” 
A normal formation of players for a men’s game includes three defenders, three midfielders, 
three attackers and a goaltender. The normal formation of players for a women’s game is the 
same as the men’s plus an additional attacker and defender. Also, men’s lacrosse is played with a 
thirty second shot clock compared to women’s lacrosse which is played with a possession clock 
that is intended to speed up the pace of the game. Regardless of which time clock is used, the 
regulation time for each game is broken up into four 15-minute halves, a total of 60 minutes. In 
the event of a tied score at the end of a game, each team will play sudden victory overtime 
periods that are four minutes long until a goal is scored. The mandatory equipment for male 
athletes is padding on their forearms, chest, shoulders and back as well as helmets that include 
masks. The mandatory equipment for female athletes is goggles, mouth guards and gloves. Each 
player (regardless of their sex) must play in cleats and they have the option to wear extra 
protective equipment if need be. This includes but is not limited to ankle braces, knee pads or 
protective cups. The level of contact between the players is the most significant difference 
between the two sexes. They are both allowed to check each other with their sticks and use other 
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forms of legal aggression. However, intentional bodily contact such as pushing and bumping, is 
allowed in men’s lacrosse compared to women’s lacrosse. The USLacrosse has an article on 
How It Works: Illegal Body Checking Rule in Boys Lacrosse (Corsetti, 2015). The rules for 
body checking state that the “player being checked must be in possession of or within 5 yards of 
a loose ball, contact must be from the front or the side, contact must be above the waist and 
below the neck, and both hands of the player applying the body check shall remain in contact 
with the crosse (lacrosse stick).” The high levels of body contact in men’s lacrosse makes the 
style of play and level of competition more aggressive and intense than their female counterparts.   
 
Sports – Soccer 
Soccer can be played indoors but it is often played outdoors on a field that is composed 
of either grass or artificial turf. Similarly, to lacrosse, the soccer season is separated into two 
parts and extends across both the fall as well as the spring academic semester. However, the 
championship or traditional segment is played during the fall semester and the non-championship 
or non-traditional segment is played during the spring semester. According to the NCAA, the 
field of play shall be rectangular, the width shall not be more than 75 yards [68.58 m] or less 
than 70 yards [64.01 m] and shall not exceed the length. The length shall not be more than 120 
yards [109.73 m] or less than 115 yards [105.16 m]. Facilities constructed after 1995 shall be a 
minimum of 70 yards in width [64.01 m] by 115 yards [105.16 m] in length. There are also 
distinctive lines on the field used to structure and organize play. The halfway line is in the 
middle of the field and extends from one touch line to the touch line on the opposite side of the 
field. There is a complete circle that goes through this line and has a radius of 10 yards. There 
are four corner flags (one in each corner of the field) that are at least five feet high. The corner 
flag area is a circle that has a radius of 1 yard and the goal area is placed in between these flags. 
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The goal area covers a total of 18 yards and the penalty kick hash mark is 2 feet long. The hash 
mark is approximately 12 yards away from the goal. Some other lines that are taken into account 
are the photographer’s line, spectator line, spectator restraining line and two coaching/team area 
lines. However, the explanation of these lines is not needed to conduct this study.  
The sport is played with two teams and eleven players from each team are allowed to be 
on the field at the same time to compete against each other. The Buzz Sport Players Sport and 
Social Group (Players Sports Group, 2019) discusses Soccer Rules and states that “teams may 
not substitute “on the fly”. All substitute players must notify the referee before entering the 
game.” The term “on the fly” relates to how the players substitute in lacrosse, which consist of 
them running on and off the field as needed. Any player that’s subbing in the game must notify 
the referee and wait to get subbed into the game, similarly to basketball. The substitutions may 
occur during one of the following instances for either team: “throw-ins (for either team), scoring 
of goals, goal kicks, injured player (1 player for 1 player), yellow card (1 player for 1 player) and 
any dead ball in special instances with the referee’s permission.” The goal of soccer is for the 
players to get the ball into the opposing team’s goal to earn points. The players are not allowed 
to touch the ball with their hands, unless they are the goalie. They are allowed to use any other 
body part to hit the ball, which includes but is not limited to their feet, thigh, elbow or head. The 
players are not required to wear any protective equipment, although it is highly recommended for 
them to wear shin-guards. The function of this preventive measure is to protect the athlete’s soft 
tissues and bones in the lower extremities from external impact and decrease the risk of injury.  
The Coaching American Soccer article titles Soccer Is a Contact Sport (Harves, 2019) 
explains that there are extensive amounts of bodily contact classified as legal, illegal or 
accidental between the players for men and women. The legal forms of contact are two players 
being shoulder-to-shoulder or side by side as they challenge each other for the ball. This form of 
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contact is a part of the game and is considered a fair challenge between two players. The illegal 
forms of contact include inappropriate behavior and misconduct. This behavior can be 
recognized by a player deliberately charging into another player or purposely using excessive 
force to take advantage of another player. Lastly, accidental contact can be characterized as just 
bad luck or misfortune. This type of contact happens naturally due to an unplanned event or an 
honest mistake. For example, a player running hard and concentrating on looking down to kick 
the ball that he/she bumps into another player. Throughout the game, the referee will be able to 
determine the difference between legal, illegal and accidental contact based on how natural or 
unnatural and aggressive or unaggressive the referee perceived the contact to be.    
 
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Conferences and Divisions 
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference/Division I 
 
The MAAC competes at the Division I level, which is the highest level of intercollegiate 
athletics. This conference consists of eleven schools located in the northeastern United States in 
the states of Connecticut, New Jersey and New York. These programs tend to have larger 
budgets, elaborate facilities, multiple sponsorships, along with extensive amounts of athletic 
scholarship money to give out to potential student athletes. The schools in this conference 
receive excessive amounts of media attention from sports stations or news channels such as 
ESPN, ABC, Fox, CBS and NBC Sports. Therefore, the coaching staff aims to recruit elite 
student athletes only. These individuals must be talented, consistent and hard-working at their 
sport while exceling in the classroom. When you think of Division I, you may picture a crowded 
stadium filled with fans and bright lights. The idea may sound glamourous but there’s a lot of 
work, time and energy put in by the coaches and student athletes behind closed doors which is 
why the Division I lifestyle isn’t for just anyone. 
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East Coast Conference/Division II 
 
The ECC competes at the Division II level, which is the intermediate level of 
intercollegiate athletics. This conference consists of ten schools in the northeastern United States 
in the states of Connecticut, New York, as well as the District of Colombia. These programs 
normally have mediocre budgets, elegant facilities, some sponsorships and a select amount of 
athletic scholarship money to give to potential student athletes. Unlike the Division I level, only 
a small number of student athletes are on a full scholarship due to budget restrictions. The 
coaching staff can offer prospective athletes a full, half or quarter athletic scholarship and the 
remaining tuition amount can be covered with academic scholarship money or through the free 
application for federal student aid (FAFSA). Since, Division II athletic programs are on such a 
strict budget, the student athletes have to come up with creative fundraising strategies to raise 
money for their sport. The schools in this conference do not receive as much media attention 
compared to Division I schools. The games played in this Division are almost never on 
television, instead they can be watched online through a live stream website. The sports stations 
or news channels normally come out to major games such as the playoffs or championships. The 
Division II level is not as demanding as Division I, therefore, the student athletes can play their 
sport and have enough free time to focus on their academics or partake in other extracurricular 
activities. The Division II level provides an intersection where athletically gifted students can 
compete at a high level, while maintaining much of a traditional college experience.  
 
Skyline Conference/Division III 
 
The Skyline Conference competes at the Division III level, which is the lowest level of 
intercollegiate athletics. This conference includes eleven full time schools located in the New 
York metropolitan area. There are five part time schools that compete in this conference for only 
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men’s lacrosse and men’s volleyball. The programs in this conference have very low budgets, 
decent facilities, and little to no scholarship money for potential athletes. The Division III 
athletic programs are non-revenue generating extracurricular programs that are staffed and 
funded just like any other department in the school. The NCAA devised rules to prohibit these 
programs from awarding their student athletes scholarship money related to their athletic ability. 
There are no special exceptions or budgets made for the athletic programs and the coaches may 
not use any endowments or donations to benefit their athletic programs. The student athletes are 
required to pay out of pocket or raise money to increase the programs budget. Since the student 
athletes are unable to receive athletic scholarships, they must be academically sound or 
financially needy to qualify for merit-based scholarships and need-based grants to pay for the 
tuition. This conference receives little to no spotlight from the media due to the low competition 
level. The games are available to watch online through live stream websites, but they will never 
be televised regardless if it is a playoff or championship game. The Division III level is designed 
for student athletes that take pride and find happiness in competing for the love of the sport. This 
conference would be appealing to student athletes that are seeking top academic programs with a 
clear balance between athletics and academics in their college experiences. The Division III level 
is considered to be the least demanding compared to the Division I and Division II levels because 
the student athletes are not bonded to the sport by any scholarships. They will have the 
opportunity to play the sport and engage in other activities at their leisure.  
Overall, it is imperative for a student athlete to have a complete understanding of the 
differences between the locations as well as the Division I, Division II and Division III levels. 
The NCAA Division I level is home to some of the most prestigious schools in the country. The 
student athlete must be consistently dedicated to their sport along with their academics because 
there will not be time for anything else outside of classes, studying, practicing, and competing in 
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games. Division II is a more balanced approach to the student athlete lifestyle. There is a greater 
chance of the student athlete receiving more playing time for their sport and having more time to 
excel in the classroom. The student athlete will have more time to incorporate other activities 
such as working, volunteering or joining Greek life organizations. There are still heavy demands 
that the Division II student athlete will face, but they are not as strenuous as the year-round 
commitment of a Division I athlete. Division III is the perfect example of a well-rounded college 
experience where academics are heavily enforced. The student athlete will still have to learn how 
to balance playing a sport and being a student with other activities, but they will have more free 
time to do so. The smaller time commitment gives student athletes a chance to explore the 
opportunities life has to offer outside of the classroom and their sport. The student athlete should 
commit to a school in the NCAA Division level that is healthy for them mentally and physically.  
 
Sex Differences 
I expected to see a higher total number of sports injuries in men compared to women for 
all three sports. The Journal of Sports Science and Medicine published an article on Women and 
Men in Sport Performance: The Gender Gap has not Evolved since 1983 (Berthelot, et al., 2010). 
“Sex has been identified as a major determinant of athletic performance through the impact of 
height, weight, muscle mass, aerobic capacity or anaerobic threshold as a result of genetic and 
hormonal differences” in the works of Cureton et al., 1986; Maldonado-Martin et al., 2004; 
Perez-Gomes et al., 2008; Sparling and Cureton, 1983. (as cited in Berthelot, et al., 2010). The 
Journal of Sports Science and Medicine included an article on Gender Differences in Sport 
Injury Risk and Types of Injuries (Kettunen et.al., 2009). The purpose of the article was to study 
the differences in sport-related injuries between male and female elite athletes. “Some sports and 
recreation-related injury studies have shown male athletes to be at greater risk for injury than 
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their female counterparts.” in the works of Conn et al., 2003; Dempsey et al., 2005 (as cited in 
Kettunen et.al., 2009). “Male athletes have been reported to have a much higher risk for severe 
sport-related injuries compared to the female athletes.” in the works of Conn et al., 2003 (as cited 
in Kettunen et.al., 2009). “Females had reported training less (566 hours/year) during the past 
twelve months than males (636 hours/year)” (Kettunen et.al., 2009). I predicted that the sex 
differences in training behavior and biological factors combined with the sex differences in 
competitiveness, risk taking as well as aggression (mentioned in the topic of interest section), 
will have a major influence on how frequent sex differences appear in my sports injury data. 
 
Experimental Design and Hypotheses 
 
The experimental design includes six schools (two schools per division level) and sports 
injuries from the beginning of the season to the end of the season for the 2017 to 2018 academic 
school year. I analyzed the injuries based on sport, gender, NCAA Division, level of contact, 
season duration as well as the number of days and hours for practices along with games.  
I predicted Division I to have a higher number of sports injuries in individual injury 
categories compared to Division II and Division III and that Division III would have the least 
number of sport injuries. I also predicted that there would be more sports injuries in males 
compared to females. I anticipated evidence of sex differences in relation to injury because males 
display more competitiveness, risk taking, and aggression compared to their female counterparts. 
I expect that there will be evidence of sex differences in relation to patterns in injury occurrence 
based on the sport that is being played. I believe that sex differences will be prevalent in my 
sports injury results because based on personal observation along with extensive research, men 
initiate larger amounts of aggressive bodily contact due to their extensive muscle mass compared 
to their female counterparts. The Encyclopedia of Sports Medicine (Micheli, 2010). States that 
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“the general muscle strength in females has been estimated as being two thirds of males. In terms 
of absolute strength, women are weaker in the upper body but similar in the lower body 
strength.” The facts I stated related to men and women are extremely important when discussing 
their susceptibility to sports injuries. Overall, I intend to analyze all of the sports injuries per man 
hour based on Division, sport and sex. I will examine these three factors collectively and 




















Materials and Methods 
Sports Injury Data 
 
The sports injury data are from the 2017 to 2018 season. I collected data from six schools 
that compete in three different conferences, two each in Division I, Division II and Division III. 
Manhattan College located in the Bronx, New York and Quinnipiac University located in 
Hamden, Connecticut are private Division I schools that compete in the Metro Atlantic Athletic 
Conference (MAAC). New York Institute of Technology (NYIT) located in Old Westbury, New 
York and Long Island University Post (LIU Post) located in Brookville, New York are private 
Division II schools that compete in the East Coast Conference (ECC). Lastly, Farmingdale State 
College, located in East Farmingdale, New York and Suny Purchase College, located in 
Purchase, New York are public Division III schools that compete in the Skyline Conference.  
The sports injury data from all six schools includes the gender, sport, injured body part, 
amount of injuries for that body part as well as the total number of injuries for that particular 
gender and sport. My data set included a total number of 928 sports injuries for all six schools 
(Table 1S for basketball with 218 injuries, Table 2S for lacrosse with 439 injuries and Table 3S 
for soccer with 271 injuries). The average number of active athletes that participate in each of 
these sports are 14 players for basketball, 27 players for lacrosse and 32 players for soccer. The 
overall record, first game and last game per team is included in Tables 4S, 5S and 6S.     
 
Statistical Analysis 
To make the data comparable I calculated the total number of season days and hours for 
each NCAA Division, sport as well as sex. I determined the appropriate numbers needed to 
conduct these calculations by thoroughly reading through all of the NCAA Division Manuals. 
The four categories that I used are summer, pre-season/non-championship segment, regular 
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playing season/championship segment and out of season play. There are specific rules and 
regulations that apply to the number of days and hours the athletes are allowed to practice and 
have games for each category. These rules and regulations vary based on the NCAA Division 
level, sport, and sex of the athletes. I took into account the institution’s academic calendar 
regarding vacation days along with final examination periods for the fall and spring semesters. 
Those days and hours were not included in my final calculations because there are no practices 
or games during these time periods. The numbers that I used to represent the man hours for each 
athlete is considered to be a maximum for each NCAA Division level, sport and sex (Table 7S). I 
divided the total number of injuries per team by the total number of man hours. I also divided the 
total number of each particular injury by the total number of man hours. This allowed me to 
compare the total number of man hours per injury for each NCAA Division, sport and sex. 
For all of the injuries combined and each category of injuries (Table 8S), I performed a 
three-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) test with NCAA Division, sport and sex as factors. 
The categories of injuries are all injuries, concussion, face to neck, trunk region, spine, arm to 
fingers, hip to knee and leg to toes. I excluded the sacrum and genital injuries because only four 
injuries for this body site were recorded, which is an insufficient number for the statistical 
analysis. Refer to Table 1 for a breakdown of the total number of injuries for each category by 
NCAA Division level. The ANOVA test results (Table 3) were deemed significant at p < 0.05. I 
did not include any interactive terms in the statistical analysis because they were not significant, 
p > 0.05. I used a Fisher’s Protected Least Significant Difference (PLSD) test to determine the 
differences in sports injuries for each individual injury category across all three NCAA Division 





The all injuries category (Table 1) show evidence that Division I have significantly more 
injuries than Division III. There was no evidence of a significant difference in the number of 
injuries between Division I and Division II or Division II and Division III (Figure 1).  
The statistical analysis indicated a statistically significant difference in the total number 
of concussion injuries for women compared to their male counterparts. The sex comparison of 
men and women (Table 2) displays evidence that women have a higher total number of 
concussion injuries when compared to the total number of concussion injuries for men. Also, in 
relation to sex comparison of men and women (Table 3) shows evidence that when all of the 
sports injuries are combined, men have a higher total number of injuries compared to women.      
The statistical analysis showed evidence of a statistically significant difference in NCAA 
Division level in the categories of all injuries, concussion, face to neck, spine, arm to fingers, hip 
to knee and leg to toes but not the trunk region (Table 4). However, there was no evidence of a 
statistically significant difference in injuries per man hour in relation to sport (basketball, 
lacrosse, and soccer) between any of the injury categories. Lastly, the statistical analysis found 
no evidence of a statistically significant difference in injuries per man hour in relation to sex 
between any of the injury categories. 
The Fisher’s PLSD test results displayed which Division levels were significant to each 
other for each injury category (Table 5). The categories of all injuries, spine, arm to fingers, hip 
to knee and leg to toes showed evidence of the expected trend (highest number of injuries in 
Division I and the lowest number of injuries in Division III). I believe that my results displayed 
this trend because collegiate athletes at the Division I level are placed at a higher standard with 
greater expectations compared to the collegiate athletes at the Division III level. The categories 
of concussion and face to neck injuries displayed a opposite trend of what was expected because 
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these injuries heavily depend on the athlete accurately reporting all of their symptoms to the 
athletic trainers. Also, the athletes may be using mediocre equipment due to budget restrictions 
or receiving inadequate training from the coaches and other staff members. Lastly, the category 
of trunk region injuries displayed no trends between any of the Division levels because the injury 




















Table 1. Total injuries for each category during the 2017-2018 season per team and per 
division in all three sports (basketball, lacrosse, and soccer) for the following universities: 
Manhattan College (MC), Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), 
New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and SUNY 














Table 2. Sex comparison (men and women) of concussion injuries during the 2017-2018 
season per team in all three sports (basketball, lacrosse, and soccer) for the following 
universities: Manhattan College (MC), Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University 
Post (LIU), New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) 










Table 3. Sex comparison (men and women) of total injuries during the 2017-2018 season 
per team in all three sports (basketball, lacrosse, and soccer) for the following universities: 
Manhattan College (MC), Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), 
New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and  





Table 4. A three-factor ANOVA test for sports injuries with division, sport and sex as factors. All 
results were deemed significant (p < 0.05). The F-Value and P-Value results are shown (number of 
teams = 36).  Interaction terms were eliminated due to insignificance (p > 0.05).  
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Table 5. Fisher’s Protected Least Significant Difference (PLSD) test including critical 




























Figure 1. Interaction Bar Plot for All Injuries/man hour for Divisions I, II, and III. Athletic 


















Analysis of the Results 
 I predicted Division I to have a higher number of sports injuries in individual injury 
categories compared to Division II and Division III and that Division III would have the least 
number of sport injuries. I also predicted that there would be more sports injuries in males 
compared to females. I anticipated evidence of sex differences in relation to injury because males 
display more competitiveness, risk taking, and aggression compared to their female counterparts. 
 Generally, my results support my hypothesis that Division I will have a higher number of 
sports injuries in individual injury categories compared to Division II and Division III and that 
Division III would have the least number of sport injuries (Table 1). My data displays evidence 
of this because Division I have a higher number of total injuries in every injury category, expect 
for face to neck injuries (which may due to such a small sample size) when compared to the 
other two Division levels. Also, there is evidence that Division III have a lower number of total 
injuries in every injury category, expect for concussion injuries (which may due to such a small 
sample size) when compared to the other two Division levels. My data in Table 1 supports the 
statement that Division I total sports injuries are significantly higher than Division III. However, 
Division II is in the middle of those two Divisions, therefore, the number of injuries were not far 
from either Division I or Division III (Table 1 and Figure 1).   
 I predicted that there would be more sports injuries in males compared to females. The 
sex comparison data of the total injuries per team in all three sports (Table 3) show that males 
encountered more injuries in females. However, based on the statistical analysis (Table 4) there 
is no evidence of a statistically significant difference in the total number of all injuries per man 
hour between the two sexes. Scientific researcher, Carl Klafs conducted a study on conditioning 
and training in athletes. Klafs reached a similar conclusion because his results stated that “the 
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better conditioned athlete is, indeed, less susceptible to injury; that among the highly trained 
athletes, there is no difference in injury rates between the sexes; and that the types of injuries are 
the same for men and women athletes engaged in the same sport.” (Klafs et al., 1978).          
The last part of my hypothesis is that I anticipated evidence of sex differences in relation 
to injury because males display more competitiveness, risk taking, and aggression compared to 
their female counterparts. The sex comparison data of concussion injuries (Table 2) suggest that 
women encounter a higher number of concussion injuries compared to men. My statistical 
analysis (Table 4) supported this statement by showing evidence of a statistically significant 
difference between the total number concussion injuries per man hour between the sexes. I 
believe that this is shown in my data because of how often women truthfully report their 
symptoms compared to how often men downplay their symptoms. The misconceptions regarding 
gender stereotypes can occasionally intervene with an athlete completely reporting all of their 
symptoms to an athletic trainer. I compared my findings with Sex Differences in Reported 
Concussion Injury Rates and Time Loss From Participation (Covassin et al. 2016). “Researchers 
have also reported a discrepancy by sex in symptom reporting, as female athletes reported more 
concussion symptoms than did male athletes. The explanations for increased concussion-
symptom reporting for females compared with males are unclear, but females may be more 
honest in reporting symptoms, whereas males may underreport their symptoms.” This is from the 
works of Frommer, 2011, Covassin, 2012 and Dick, 2009 as cited in (Covassin et al. 2016). The 
journal also stated that “females participating in the sex-comparable sports (basketball, lacrosse 
and soccer) had a 1.4 times greater incidence of overall reported concussion injuries than males.” 






 This study included a number of limitations and some are similar to those in other 
studies. The limitation by The Journal of Athletic Training (Covassin et al. 2016) is based on a 
typical standard, however, I am not sure if the schools I used to conduct this study abide by these 
standards. The Journal states that “a sports injury was included in the dataset only if the athlete 
was removed from participation by an athletic trainer or physician and had a time loss of 1 or 
more days.” The injury data is also subjected to the athlete actually reporting the injury including 
all of their symptoms to the athletic trainers. The athlete has to choose to seek medical treatment 
instead of attempting to handle the injury on their own.  Also, the definition of return to play 
varies from one institution to another. Sports medicine professionals have to use their own 
judgement to determine when an athlete can be cleared to return back to athletic participation. As 
a result, there is a chance that a student athlete may not return back to playing their sport at 
optimum health. An athlete that is subjecting themselves to dealing with nagging injuries will 
only increase their likeliness of getting hurt.    
All six institutions are required to have a set budget for all of their sports programs. As I 
mentioned in Chapter 1 Section 1.3, the amount of scholarship money and outside funding an 
institution receives varies based on Division level. This budget directly effects the quality of the 
institution’s athletic trainers, physical therapist and connection to doctors. Therefore, student 
athletes across all three Divisions are receiving different care and treatment plans. This may 
explain why Division I, II or III have higher or lower injuries for some categories. The only 
experience that all student athletes have in common regardless of the healthcare professionals 
and facility, is the standard care that upholds ethical and moral standards. 
As far as the injury data I actually received from each institution’s training room, there 
are limitations in relation to when the injury occurred. Since the athletic trainers were not able to 
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provide me with the dates of the sports injuries, I was unable to determine the time period of the 
season that most of the injuries occurred. Also, the athletic trainers did not include how mild or 
severe any of the injuries were. Therefore, I was unable to determine which sport, sex and 
Division level experienced the mildest or harshest type of injuries throughout the entire season. 
The next limitation to the research is based on the entire coaching staff for each program. 
I am lacking knowledge in the exact schedule and structure for each practice during the summer, 
pre-season, regular season and out of season play. Every coach conducts their practices 
differently which is directly related to the physical health of their players. One coaches practice 
configuration may include a lengthy amount of stretching/warming up time with heavy amounts 
of conditioning, compared to another coach that may focus more on the skills and fundamental 
aspects of that sport. Lastly, I lack specific data on the amount of time the coaches have their 
players practicing and playing in games. For instance, one player may be required do every 
single drill in practice while another player is allowed to skip some drills due to a previous 
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tear. Another example is for games, one player may play the 
entire length of the game while another player may sit on the bench for the entire game. All of 
these factors in relation to injury are influenced by the coaches and the effectiveness of the 
decisions they make for their team.         
A final limitation to the study is directly related to the student athlete participating in that 
particular sport. I have no data on the type of lifestyle and recreational activities the athlete may 
partake in. This relates to their diet, sleeping pattern, workload and other factors in this likeness. 
This can positively or negatively affect their performance on and off the court/field which 
ultimately relates to their susceptibility to developing a sports injury. I am also unaware of how 
many extra hours and days the athlete may put into practicing or playing their sport to be the best 
player possible, combined with all of the other athletic activities required by their coaches.  
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Recommendations 
 After conducting research and evaluating the results from my statistical analysis I 
strongly recommend that every athlete (regardless of Division level, sport or sex) place a greater 
focus on their physical health. The international committee for the standardization of physical 
fitness tests examined the relative importance of human performance factors in basketball, 
lacrosse and soccer (Larson, 1974). The study ranked ten different factors (strength, endurance, 
body type, flexibility, coordination, speed, agility, balance, intelligence and creativity) on a scale 
from 0 to 3 (little or no involvement, mild involvement, moderate involvement, heavy 
involvement). Overall, the key to avoiding a minor to life-threatening sports injury is 
maintaining good bodily health. This includes but is not limited to a healthy diet, staying 
hydrated, getting adequate amounts of rest and refraining from using substance abuse. As well as 
managing stress, placing a high value on recovery time, prioritizing quality workouts over 
quantity and knowing your limits in relation to physical exercise. 
Future Research 
 Future researchers should continue to examine the statistical significance of the NCAA 
division level on collegiate sports injuries as a whole. The rules and regulations as well as the 
expectations of student athletes should be inspected across all three Division levels (especially 
NCAA Division levels I and II) to determine if the standards are set too high for student athletes. 
Investigators should also continue to study injury differences between sports as well as sex to 
establish if there are any trends or relevant comparisons between the types of injuries that occur 
when examining these two factors individually and collectively. Finally, future scholars should 
identify potential effects of the NCAA changing, adding or removing some rules, regulations or 
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Appendix I Supplemental Data 
Table 1S. Sports injuries for the 2017-2018 season per team in men’s basketball (MBB) and 
women’s basketball (WBB) for the following universities: Manhattan College (MC), 
Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), New York Institute of 
Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and SUNY Purchase (SP).  





Table 2S. Sports injuries for the 2017-2018 season per team in men’s lacrosse (MLX) and 
women’s lacrosse (WLX) for the following universities: Manhattan College (MC), 
Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), New York Institute of 
Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and SUNY Purchase (SP).  





Table 3S. Sports injuries for the 2017-2018 season per team in men’s soccer (MSC) and 
women’s soccer (WSC) for the following universities: Manhattan College (MC), Quinnipiac 
University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), New York Institute of Technology 
(NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and SUNY Purchase (SP).  





Table 4S. Overall record, first game and last game during the 2017-2018 season per team in 
men’s basketball (MBB) and women’s basketball (WBB) for the following universities: 
Manhattan College (MC), Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), 
New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and SUNY 















Table 5S. Overall record, first game and last game during the 2017-2018 season per team in 
men’s lacrosse (MLX) and women’s lacrosse (WLX) for the following universities: 
Manhattan College (MC), Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), 
New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and SUNY 















Table 6S. Overall record, first game and last game during the 2017-2018 season per team in 
men’s soccer (MSC) and women’s soccer (WSC) for the following universities: Manhattan 
College (MC), Quinnipiac University (QU), Long Island University Post (LIU), New York 
Institute of Technology (NYIT), Farmingdale State College (FSC) and SUNY Purchase 
















Table 7S. Approximate number of season days and hours during the 2017-2018 season per 
team in all three sports (basketball, lacrosse, and soccer) for the following universities, 
Division I: Manhattan College (MC), and Quinnipiac University (QU), Division II: Long 
Island University Post (LIU), and New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), Division III: 















Table 8S. Categories and total number of injuries during the 2017-2018 season per team in 



















Appendix II Supplemental Information 
 
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Manuals 
The NCAA publishes a new manual every year that is specifically written for Division I, 
II and III schools. The 2017 to 2018 manual became effective on August 1st, 2017 and is a set of 
bylaws prepared by the NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs Staff. These bylaws serve as 
the standard rules and regulations that each institution must follow to maintain peace within their 
program as well as the coach to player relationship. According to the NCAA the basic purpose of 
the set of manuals is to maintain intercollegiate athletics as an integral part of the educational 
program and the athlete as an integral part of the student body and, by so doing, retain a clear 
line of demarcation between intercollegiate athletics and professional sports. In all three division 
manuals, article 17 is the section that states what the general principles and definitions are for all 
athletically related activities. Along with the sports and gender specific regulations for the 
institution’s pre-season, playing/practicing season as well as the end of the season activities. I 
will be summarizing the relevant material that was used to conduct this study from each manual.  
Division 1 Manual 
Definitions and Applications 
Section 17.02.2 states that “a contest is defined as any game, match, exhibition, 
scrimmage or joint practice session with another institution’s team.”  
Section 17.02.5 states that “the date of competition is a single date on which any game(s), 
match(es), meet(s), exhibition(s), scrimmage(s) or joint practice session(s) with another 
institution’s team.”  
Section 17.02.13.4 states the first day of practice in the regular season is “determined by 
counting backward from the day the first permissible regularly scheduled contest.”  
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General Summer and Preseason Regulations 
The summer and preseason in athletics is the time frame before the institution’s first day 
of classes, the first officially recognized practice and the first regularly schedule contest (game or 
scrimmage) occurs. As long as the student athlete meets the academic and financial 
requirements, they will be eligible to participate in all summer athletic activities.  
Section 17.1.7.2.1.5 mentions these activities and states that “student athletes may engage 
in required weight-training, conditioning and skill-related instruction for up to eight weeks. The 
participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week with not 
more than two hours per week spent on skill-related instruction.”  
Section 17.1.7.3.5 discusses the preseason practice daily and weekly hour limitations and 
states that “daily and weekly hour limitations do not apply to countable athletically related 
activities occurring during preseason practice prior to the first day of classes or the first 
scheduled contest, whichever is earlier.”  
Section 17.1.7.4.3 addresses the day off per week during the preseason. “An institution is 
not required to provide student athletes with one day off per week during preseason practice that 
occurs prior to the first day of classes, or the first scheduled contest, whichever is earlier.”   
 
General Playing Season Regulations 
The general playing season is defined in section 17.1.1 as the “period of time between the 
date of an institution’s first officially recognized practice session and the date of the institution’s 
last practice session or date of competition, whichever occurs later.”  
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Section 17.1.2 states that “for all sports other than football and basketball, each member 
institution may divide the playing season into not more than two distinct segments.” These two 
segments are referred to as the championship segment and the other segment. The segments will 
be relevant in this study when discussing men’s and women’s lacrosse as well as soccer. During 
the playing season there are daily and weekly hour limitations that the coaches must follow.  
Section 17.1.7.1 state that “a student athlete’s participation in countable athletically 
related activities shall be limited to a maximum of four hours per day and 20 hours per week.”  
Section 17.1.7.4 discusses the required day-off during the playing season and says that 
“all countable athletically related activities shall be prohibited during one calendar day per week, 
except during participation in one conference and postseason championship and any postseason 
bowl games or National Invitation Tournaments, and during participation in NCAA 
championships.” The only exception to this bylaw is men’s/women’s basketball.  
Section 17.1.7.4.7 addresses the day-off during the playing season exception. “If an 
institution’s team participates in three contests in a week, then an institution is not subject to the 
one-day-off-per-week requirement, provided the student-athletes do not engage in any countable 
athletically related activities for two days during either the preceding or the following week.”  
Section 17.1.7.3.2 refers to the actual day of competition states that “all competition and 
any associated athletically related activities on the day of competition shall count as three hours 
regardless of the actual duration of these activities”. Therefore, I used three hours as the standard 
duration for a game or scrimmage for both genders and all three sports. This three-hour duration 
includes the time the athletes have to warm-up for the game and the full duration of the game 
including half-time as well as any necessary overtime to complete the competition.  
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General Outside the Playing Season Regulations 
The general outside the playing season regulation comes into effect once the regular 
playing season is over for that particular sport. The season normally ends for each sport after the 
institution’s last regular play season game if the program fails to make the conference playoff 
tournament, if the team loses in a single-elimination playoff game or after the NCAA 
championship game if the institution fails to make entry into the NCAA tournament. The outside 
the playing season regulation addresses the rules that coaches must follow once their program is 
done competing in the regular playing season and enters the postseason time period.  
Section 17.1.7.2 states that “from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic 
year or September 15, whichever occurs earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the 
institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year, only a student 
athlete’s participation in required weight training, conditioning, and skill-related instruction shall 
be permitted. A student athlete’s participation in such activities shall be limited to a maximum of 
eight hours per week with not more than two hours spent on skill-related workouts.”  
Section 17.1.7.5 discusses the required days off outside of the playing season. The bylaw 
says that “outside the playing season during the academic year, all countable athletically related 
activities are prohibited during two calendar days per week.” These bylaws protect the athletes 
for both genders and in each sport with hourly limitations for when they are participating in 






The time off for student athlete’s during the holidays, winter break, spring break and 
finals week for both academic semesters varies based on the sport the athletes play and the 
institution they attend. The time off depends on when the sport is played because that will 
determine when the preseason, regular season and out of season takes place. The weather also 
plays a role when determining the amount of days off because depending on the severity of the 
weather, an institution’s practice or contest may be cancelled and rescheduled. Lastly, each 
institution follows different academic guidelines for the beginning of classes, days off 
throughout the semester, the start of finals and the official last day of the semester.   
Division I Basketball 
  The NCAA Division I manual dedicated section 17.3 to the regulations for computing 
the basketball playing season. The length of the basketball season is measured by the start of the 
first preseason practice to the end of the regular playing season. This does not include any 
summer athletically related activities or out of season workouts.  
Section 17.3.2 states that “the first pre-season practice session can be scheduled forty-two 
days before the date of the institution’s first regular-season contest for men’s basketball and forty 
days for women’s basketball. The student-athletes for both men’s and women’s basketball are 
not allowed to engage in more than thirty days of countable athletically related activities.” 
Section 17.3.2.3 relates to the permissible conditioning activities and states that “team 
conditioning or physical fitness activities supervised by coaching staff members may be 
conducted on or off court but shall not begin prior to the beginning of the institution’s academic 
year and such activities shall be limited to eight hours per week.” As far as the regular playing 
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season, the maximum number of contests for men’s and women’s basketball is 27 or 29. The 
section 17.3.5.1 is in conjunction with this section 17.3.2.3 and states that “the institution’s 
basketball program is allowed to participate in 27 contests (games or scrimmages) and one 
qualifying regular-season multiple team event or 29 contests (games or scrimmages) and no 
qualifying regular-season multiple-team event.” These 27 and 29 maximums apply to the number 
of regular season games and does not include the playoffs or championship contest.  
Section 17.3.4 states that “the men’s and women’s basketball season will conclude after 
the institution’s last regular play season game if they fail to make the conference playoff 
tournament, if they lose in a single-elimination playoff game or after the NCAA Division I 
championship game if they fail to make the entry into the NCAA tournament.” Once the 
institution’s basketball season is over, the student athletes are not allowed to partake in any post-
season countable athletically related activities until the conclusion of the championship event. 
The only exception to this rule is if the institution has a valid reason to believe that they may be 
selected to participate in a post-season national championship event. Otherwise, the institution is 
expected to follow the weekly hour limitations discussed above for the countable athletic 
activities outside the playing season during the school year. There are specific regulations that 
apply to summer workouts, which is necessary for this study. My sports injury data not only 
represents the entire school year, it includes the summer and winter breaks for basketball. The 
summer is the time period for the athletes to take summer classes to catch up or get ahead on 
schoolwork. Along with participating in voluntary preseason training or contest before the 
regular season starts in the fall. The winter break time period is an opportunity the coaches to 
conduct longer and more intense practices because classes are over and the basketball programs 
are in mid-season, which is when the bulk of the conference games are played.    
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Division I Lacrosse 
The NCAA Division I manual dedicated section 17.14 to the regulations for computing 
the lacrosse playing season. The length of the playing season is stated in section 17.14.1 and 
states that “the season shall be limited to a 132-day season, which may consist of two segments.” 
The maximum dates of competition for men’s lacrosse in the championship segment is 17. The 
maximum number of contests for women’s lacrosse in the championship segment is 17 and the 
maximum dates of competition in the other segment is 5. The regular lacrosse playing season 
concludes after the NCAA Division I Lacrosse Championship.   
Section 17.14.2 and 17.14.3 clarifies the start of preseason practice as well as the first 
contest or date of competition. “The men shall not commence practice sessions or engage in its 
first date of competition (game or scrimmage) with outside competition prior to September 7th or 
the institution’s first day of classes, whichever is earlier.” This same bylaw applies to the women 
participating in the non-championship segment. However, the women participating in the 
championship segment shall not commence its first practice session prior to the third Saturday in 
January. Lastly, “the first date of competition shall not occur prior to the Friday that is 15 weeks 
before the Friday immediately preceding the NCAA Women’s Lacrosse Championship.”  
Section 17.14.6.1 states that “the athletes are allowed to engage in voluntary athletically 
related activities in their sport during the summer.” The institution is just prohibited from 





Division I Soccer 
The NCAA Division I manual dedicated section 17.19 to the regulations for computing 
the soccer playing season. The length of the playing season based on section 17.19.1 “shall be 
limited to a 132-day season, which may consist of two segments.”  
Sections 17.19.2 and 17.19.3 clarifies that start of preseason practice along with the first 
contest or date of competition for men’s as well as women’s soccer. “An institution shall not 
commence practice sessions in soccer prior to the date that permits a maximum of 21 units prior 
to the first scheduled regular season intercollegiate contest. The first regular season contest or 
first date of competition with outside competition shall not be played before the Friday before 
the 12th weekend before the start of the applicable NCAA Division I Soccer Championship.”      
Section 17.19.5 states that the maximum number of contests for men’s and women’s 
soccer in the champion segment is 20 and the maximum days of competition is 5.  
Section 17.19.4 addresses the end of the regular paying season which includes all practice 
and competition. This starts on the last date of final exams for the regular academic year at the 
particular institution.  
Section 17.19.6.1 states that “the athletes are allowed to engage in voluntary athletically 
related activities in their sport during the summer. The institution is prohibited from scheduling 











Division II Manual 
Definitions and Applications 
Section 17.02.2 says that “a contest is defined as any game, match, exhibition, scrimmage 
or joint practice session with another institution’s team.” 
Section 17.02.5 states that the definition of a date of competition is “a single date on 
which any game(s), match(es), meet(s), exhibition(s), scrimmage(s) or joint practice session(s) 
with another institution’s team.” 
 
General Summer and Preseason Regulations 
Section 17.1.6.4.5 discusses the preseason practice daily and weekly hour limitations. 
“The daily and weekly hour limitations do not apply to countable athletically related activities 
occurring during preseason practice prior to the first day of classes or the first scheduled contest, 
whichever is earlier.” 
 Section 17.1.6.5.3 addresses the required one day off per week during the preseason. 
“An institution is not required to provide student athletes with one day off per week during 
preseason practice that occurs prior to the first day of classes, or the first scheduled contest, 
whichever is earlier.” However, there are daily and weekly hour limitations as well as required 
days off when lacrosse and soccer are participating in the non-championship segment.  
Sections 17.1.6.2 and 17.1.6.6 refers to the daily along with weekly hour limitations 
during the non-championship segment as well as the required days off. The manual states that 
“during the non-championship segment, a student athlete’s participation in countable athletically 
related activities shall be limited to a maximum of four hours per day and 15 hours per week.” 
The section on the required days off during the non-championship segment states that all 
countable athletically related activities shall be prohibited during two calendar days per week.    
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General Playing Season Regulations 
Section 17.1.1 states that “the general playing season is the period of time between the 
date of an institution’s first officially recognized practice session and the date of the institution’s 
last practice session or date of competition, whichever occurs later.”  
Section 17.1.2 says that “for all sports other than football and basketball, each member 
institution may divide the playing season into not more than two distinct segments.” These two 
segments are referred to as the championship segment and the other segment. The segments will 
be relevant in this study when discussing men’s and women’s lacrosse as well as soccer.  
Section 17.1.6.1 discusses the daily and weekly hour limitations that the coaches must 
follow. “A student athlete’s participation in countable athletically related activities shall be 
limited to a maximum of four hours per day and 20 hours per week.” 
Section 17.1.6.5 addresses the required day-off during the playing season. “All countable 
athletically related activities shall be prohibited during one calendar day per week, except during 
participation in one conference and postseason championship and any postseason bowl games or 
National Invitation Tournaments, and during participation in NCAA championships.”  
Section 17.1.6.4.2 refers to the actual day of competition and states that “all competition 
and any associated athletically related activities on the day of competition shall count as three 
hours regardless of the actual duration of these activities.” Therefore, I used three hours as the 
standard duration for a game or scrimmage for both genders and all three sports. This three-hour 
duration includes the time the athletes have to warm-up for the game and the full duration of the 




General Outside the Playing Season Regulations 
 The student athletes are allowed to participate in weight training, conditioning, team 
activities and skill instruction outside the playing season but there are hour limitations.  
Section 17.1.6.3 states that “these activities are limited to a maximum of eight hours per 
week, with not more than two hours per week spent on team activities and skill instruction. For 
basketball, the time period is from September 7th or the institution’s fourth day of classes for the 
fall term, whichever is earlier, though the day before October 15th, which is the day on court 
activities may commence. For lacrosse, the time period is from September 7th or the institution’s 
fourth day of classes for the fall term, whichever is earlier, through the day before the 
institution’s declared start date of the non-championship segment. For soccer, the time period is 
from the beginning of the institution’s second term of the academic year (spring semester) 
through the day before the institution’s declared start date of the non-championship segment.”  
Section 17.1.6.7 states the required day off and says that “outside the playing season, 
during the academic year, all countable athletically related activities shall be prohibited during 
two calendar days per week.”    
 
Vacation Period 
The time off for student athletes varies based on the sport the athletes play and the 
academic guidelines their institution follows. The time off depends on when the sport is played 
because that determines when the preseason, regular season and out of season takes place. 
Lastly, the weather plays a role when determining the amount of days off because depending on 
the severity of the weather an institution’s practice or contest may be cancelled or rescheduled.  
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Division II Basketball 
The NCAA Division II manual dedicated section 17.3 to the regulations for computing 
the basketball playing season. The length of the basketball season is measured by the start of the 
first preseason practice to the end of the regular playing season. This does not include any 
summer athletically related activities or out of season workouts.   
Section 17.3.2 discusses the regulations for preseason practices and pinpoints two 
important concepts. “A member institution shall not commence weight training, conditioning, 
team activities or skill instruction before September 7th or the institution’s fourth day of classes 
for the fall term, whichever is earlier. A member institution shall not commence on-court 
preseason basketball practice sessions before October 15th.”  
Section 17.3.3 talks about when the first contest can be played and the manual states that 
“a member institution shall not play its first contest (game or scrimmage) with outside 
competition in basketball before the second Friday of November.”  
Section 17.3.5 says that “a member institution’s last contest (game or scrimmage or 
postseason tournament contest) with outside competition in basketball shall not be played after 
the NCAA Division II Men’s Basketball Championship game.” 
Section 17.3.6 states that “the maximum number of contests for the men’s and women’s 
regular playing season in one academic year is 26, which includes games and scrimmages.”  
Section 17.3.7 addresses athletic activities outside the playing season and says that 
“student athletes and members of the coaching staff shall not engage in countable athletically 
related activities outside the institution’s playing season unless it’s voluntary. During the 
summer, student athletes are prohibited from engaging in practice that is organized or financially 
supports by their institution unless an exception is approved by the NCAA.”  
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Division II Lacrosse 
The NCAA Division II manual dedicated section 17.14 to the regulations for computing 
the lacrosse playing season. The men’s and women’s lacrosse season are divided into two 
segments, championship and non-championship. The championship segment is when the student 
athletes are in the regular playing season and the non-championship segment is when the student 
athletes are engaging in outside the playing season athletic activities.  
Sections 17.14.2 and 17.14.3 discusses the first practice and the first date of competition 
during the championship segment. “A member institution shall not commence practice sessions 
in lacrosse in the championship segment before January 10th, or the first day of classes, 
whichever is earlier. A member institution shall not engage in its first date of competition with 
outside competition in the championship segment before February 1st.” 
Section 17.14.4 states that “the championship segment for men and women concludes 
after the NCAA Division II Lacrosse Championship.”  
Section 17.14.5 refers to the first date of practice and competition says that “as well as 
the conclusion of practice and competition in the non-championship segment. A member 
institution shall not commence practice sessions or engage in outside competition in the non-
championship segment before September 7th or the institution’s fourth day of classes, whichever 
is earlier. The non-championship segment at any institution must conclude all practice and 
competition on or before November 15th.” 
Section 17.14.7 states that “the maximum number and dates of competition in for men’s 
and women’s lacrosse student athletes participating in the regular playing season championship 
segment is 17. During the non-championship segment for women’s lacrosse is 5.”   
Section 17.14.8.1 addresses the rules for conducting athletically related activities in the 
summer. “The student athletes are prohibited from participating in lacrosse practice that is 
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organized or financially supported by a member institution shall be prohibited during the 
summer unless specifically authorized in the bylaws or through official interpretations approved 
by the Management Council. An institution may pay fees associated with the use of institutional 
practice and competition facilitates by student-athletes engaged in voluntary athletically related 
activities in his or her sport. The student athletes must remember to engage in voluntary activities 
only and refrain from any weight training, conditioning, team activities or skill instruction before 
September 7th or the institution’s fourth day of classes, whichever is earlier.”        
Division II Soccer 
The NCAA Division II manual dedicated section 17.19 to the regulations for computing 
the soccer playing season. The men’s and women’s soccer season are divided into two segments, 
championship and non-championship. The same definition that was mentioned for the two 
segments in lacrosse, apply to soccer as well.   
Sections 17.19.2 and 17.19.3 discusses the first practice and the first date of competition 
during the championship segment. “A member institution shall not commence practice sessions 
in soccer in the championship segment before 17 days before the first permissible contest or the 
five days before the institution’s first day of classes, whichever is earlier. A member institution 
shall not play its first contest with outside competition in the championship segment before the 
Thursday preceding September 6th.”  
Section 17.19.4 states that “the end date of practice and competition during the 
championship segment concludes after the NCAA Division II Soccer Championship.”  
Section 17.19.7 says that “the maximum number contests and dates of competition for 
men’s and women’s soccer during the institution’s regular playing season in one year is 18 
during the championship segment, which is when the NCAA championship is conducted.”  
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Section 17.19.5 discusses the first date of practice and competition as well as the 
conclusion of practice and competition in the non-championship segment. “A member institution 
shall not commence practice sessions or engage in outside competition in the non-championship 
segment before February 15th. The non-championship segment at any institution must conclude 
all practice and competition no later than seven calendar days prior to the first date of the 
institution’s final examinations.” 
Section 17.19.7 states that “the maximum number and dates of competition during the 
non-championship segment is five for men and women.” 
Section 17.19.2.2 refers to the preseason activities before the first day of classes or first 
scheduled contest. The manual states that “student athletes shall not engage in more than six 
hours of countable athletically related activities per day, only five of which may be devoted to 
physical activities (practice, weight training, conditioning). In addition, any session with physical 
activities shall not exceed three hours in length. Student athletes must be provided with at least 
three continuous hours of recovery time between any session occurring that day.”  
Section 17.19.8.1 discusses the athletically related activities that are permitted during the 
summer. This section states that “the student athletes are prohibited from participating in soccer 
practice that is organized or financially supported by a member institution shall be prohibited 
during the summer unless specifically authorized in the bylaws or through official interpretations 
approved by the Management Council. An institution may pay fees associated with the use of 
institutional practice and competition facilitates by student-athletes engaged in voluntary 







Division III Manual 
Definitions and Applications 
Section 17.02.2 defines a contest as any game, match, exhibition, scrimmage or joint 
practice session with another institution’s team.  
Section 17.02.5 states that the definition of a date of competition is a single date on which 
any contest(s), with another institution’s or an outside team or individual, takes place. 
 
General Summer and Preseason Regulations 
There are no general preseason regulations addressed in this manual, like the division one 
and two manuals. The daily and weekly hour limits, as well as the required days off were not 
listed. The leniency in division three sports are attributed to factors such as the lack of 
scholarship money and lower levels of competition. For more information on the factors that 
cause this leniency, please refer back to the section on NCAA conferences and divisions.  
Section 17.1.5.1 refers to summer practice and states that “practice that is organized or 
financially supported by a member institution shall be prohibited during the summer unless 
specifically authorized in the bylaws (e.g. foreign tour) or through official interpretations 
approved by the Management Council. The student athletes are allowed to partake in voluntary 
athletically related summer activities such as workouts, training and games.”  
Section 17.02.14 clarifies what athletically related activities are considered “voluntary”. 
The section states that “the student athlete must not be required to report back to any of his or her 
sport specific coaches any information related to the activity, the activity must be initiated solely 
by the student athlete, the student athletes attendance and participation in the activity may not be 
recorded for the purposes of reporting such information to the coaching staff and the student 
athlete may not be subjected to penalty if he or she elects not to participate in the activity.”  
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General Playing Season Regulations 
Section 17.1.1 defines the general playing season as “the period of time between the date 
of an institution’s first officially recognized practice session and the date of the institution’s last 
practice session or date of competition, whichever occurs later.” 
Section 17.1.1.2 says that “segment limitations are applicable and shall be defined as the 
traditional segment and non-traditional segment.” The two segments apply to men’s and 
women’s lacrosse as well as soccer. The traditional segment is the portion of the regular playing 
season that concludes with the NCAA championship and the non-traditional segment is the 
remaining portion of that season which refers to out of season play.  
Section 17.1.4.1 refers to the required day-off during the regular playing season. “All 
athletically related activities shall be prohibited during one calendar day per defined week, 
except during the following: participation during NCAA championships, participation between 
academic terms when classes are not in session, or during the institution’s preseason practice that 
occurs before the first day of classes or participation during a week that includes an institution’s 
official vacation period, provided classes are not in session during any portion of that week.” 
   
General Outside the Playing Season Regulations 
 Section 17.5.1 refers to the out-of-season athletically related activities. “The student-
athletes and members of the coaching staff are not allowed to engage in athletically related 
activities outside the institution’s declared regular playing season. The athletically related 
activities that apply to this regulation are required on-court practice, film review, competition, 
weight-training or conditioning activities, summer classes, participation in camps or clinics and 
individual workouts supervised by a member of the coaching staff.” 
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Vacation Period 
The time off for student athlete’s during the holidays, winter break, spring break and 
finals week for both academic semesters varies based on the sport and institution they attend. 
The time off depends on when the sport is played because that will determine when the 
preseason, regular season and out of season occurs. The weather plays a role when determining 
the amount of days off because depending on the severity, an institution’s practice or contest 
may be cancelled and rescheduled. Lastly, each institution follows different academic guidelines 
for the beginning of classes, days off throughout the semester, the start of finals, the last day of 
finals, the official last day of the semester and the schedule for winter or summer classes.  
Division III Basketball 
Section 17.1.1.3 pinpoints the length of the playing season but there is a sub-section 
17.1.1.3.2 that specifically discusses sports with a winter NCAA championship. “The length of 
an institution’s playing season shall be limited to a maximum of 19 weeks.” There is a season 
limitations exception listed for basketball because depending on how well the institution’s 
program is performing that year, their season can last long enough to run into early spring.  
Section 17.3.2 states the preseason practice regulations and addresses the start of on-court 
practice, permissible conditioning activities and prohibited activities. “A member institution shall 
not commence on-court preseason basketball practice sessions before October 15th. Team 
conditioning or physical fitness activities supervised by coaching staff members may be 
conducted on or off court but shall not begin before October 15th. The first contest against 
outside competition cannot be played before November 15th but exhibition games, scrimmages or 
joint practices are exceptions to this rule.” 
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Section 17.3.4 states that “the basketball regular playing season, including all practice 
and competition, concludes after the NCAA Basketball Championship.” 
Section 17.3.5 discusses the maximum number of contests and states that “a member 
institution shall limit its total playing schedule against outside competition in basketball in any 
one year to a maximum of 25 contest (games and scrimmages).”  
 
Division III Lacrosse 
 Section 17.1.1.3.3 refers to the sports with a spring NCAA championship, which applies 
to men’s and women’s lacrosse. “The length of an institution’s playing season shall be limited to 
a maximum of 19 weeks.” There are specific segment limitations discussed in this section as 
well. “During the traditional segment, the first date of practice or competition is September 7th or 
the institution’s first day of classes for the fall term, whichever is earlier. The segment concludes 
all practice and competition after the NCAA championship. However, during the nontraditional 
segment, the first practice and competition is September 7th or the institution’s first day of 
classes, whichever is earlier.” 
Section 17.1.4.4 discusses the limitations regarding the non-traditional segment. “All 
practice and competition shall be limited to a maximum of five weeks, a maximum of 16 days of 
athletically related activity with not more than four days of athletically related activity in any one 
week and a maximum of eight hours of athletically related may occur on the date of competition 
for all participants. The segment is limited to two regulation lacrosse contests or 120 minutes of 
competition activity. The segment concludes all practice and competition no later than five 
weekdays before the first day of the institution’s final fall examination period.”  
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Section 17.14.5 refers to the maximum number and dates of competition. “A member 
institution shall limit its total playing schedule against outside competition during the 
institution’s lacrosse playing season to 17 dates of competition during the traditional segment 
and one date of competition during the non-traditional segment.” 
Division III Soccer 
 Section 17.02.12 provides institutions with a fall preseason practice formula for sports 
other than football, but they specify soccer in the bylaw. This formula states that “the first 
permissible date for preseason practice shall be determined by the application of 16 units in the 
preseason formula.” The word “units” in this context is represents countable calendar days.  
Section 17.1.1.3.1 discusses the regulations for sports with a fall NCAA championship. 
“The length of an institution’s playing season shall be limited to a maximum of 18 weeks.” 
There are precise segment limitations that apply to men’s and women’s soccer. During the 
traditional segment “the first permissible practice shall not commence before the date that 
permits a maximum of 16 units in the preseason practice formula before the first scheduled 
intercollegiate competition. The first contest or date of competition can be held on September 1st 
or the preceding Friday if September 1st falls on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday.”  
Section 17.19.3 states that “an institution may play up to three soccer scrimmages or 
exhibition games during the declared regular playing season. The championship segment 
concludes all practice and competition after the NCAA championship.”  
Section 17.1.4.4 says that “during the non-traditional segment the first permissible 
practice and competition is February 1st. All practice and competition shall be limited to a 
maximum of five weeks, a maximum of 16 days of athletically related activity with not more 
than four days of athletically related activity in any one week and a maximum of eight hours of 
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athletically related may occur on the date of competition for all participants.” Lastly, men’s and 
women’s soccer are limited to two regulation soccer contests of 180 minutes of competition 
activity. The segment concludes all practice and competition no later than five weekdays before 
the first day of the institution’s final examinations for the regular academic year. The section 
17.19.5 states the maximum number of contests or dates of competition for both segments of 
soccer. “A member institution shall limit its total playing schedule against outside competition 
during the institution’s soccer playing season in any one year to a maximum of 20 contests 
during the traditional segment and one date of competition during the non-traditional segment.”      
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Figure 3S. Soccer Playing Field. (NCAA, 2019) 
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Table 1S. NCAA Division I Maximum Number of Contests and 






Table 2S. NCAA Division I First Practice, Contest or Date of Competition, and 
End-of-Season Dates 
 




















Table 3. NCAA Division II Maximum Number of Contests and  
Dates of Competition for Each Sport. 
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Table 5. NCAA Division III Playing and Practice Seasons Chart. 
 
 
 
 
 
